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Key Difference – Zapier vs IFTTT 

IFTTT and Zapier are two well-known automation software programs that allow 

you to connect all the web apps and services you use and make them work 

together. The key difference between Zaiper and IFTTT is that Zaiper is an 

automation software that is ideal for professional use while IFTTT is an ideal 

software for consumer-based applications. Let us take a closer look at both the 

automation software to see what they have to offer. 

Zapier – Features and Specifications 

Zaiper is a web based automation application that can help you build apps and 

automate part of your life or business. Zaiper is capable of supporting hundreds of 

applications. Zaiper was started in 2011 in Columbia Missouri. After an initial 

rejection, they built their initial prototypes that consisted of 25 apps. This was 

accepted by Y Combinator, a startup seed accelerator. Zaiper now has its 

headquarters in Mountain View California. 

The apps that are build using Zaiper are called Zaps. Zaps contain a blueprint of 

the task that needs to be done over and over. The Zap will contain a trigger and an 

action for the specific trigger. You can mix, match and trigger about any task with 

Zaps automated actions. 

 
Figure 01: Zapier 
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Zaps are lightweight and can be easily setup. You can get as much granularity as 

you would need. You can pick what trigger service should correspond with the 

actions. You can use custom fields and static text as well. It can start the workflow 

by picking up a trigger that initiates the workflow. The routine tasks will be 

completed using the workflow. You can create Zap workflows by filling in the 

blank forms in web pages. 

Zaiper also provides workflows for automated use of web applications. It can 

operate as the translator between the web API. 

Zaiper is capable of keeping web content constant across web applications. Usage 

examples are Dropbox and Evernote. Visual web pages can be wired together with 

favorite applications like Slack and Yammer. Zaps can be used with The Web to 

integrate with many other web applications. 

IFTTT – Features and Specifications 

There are many wonderful websites and apps on the internet. You may have 

experienced many difficulties in managing them and completing basic tasks. There 

is an app tool that can help in automating services for all your internet-connected 

things. It is known as IFTTT. 

IFTTT is an easy-to-use automation software. Recently, IFTTT added automating 

capabilities and expanded its platform. It includes three standalone apps and 

streamlines your life. 

The IFTTT mobile app and website were launched in 2010. IFTTT can be used to 

automate apps, websites, smart devices and app-enabled accessories. IFTTT is now 

able to support over 110 services. It includes Android devices and IOS apps on 

Apple and works with websites like Facebook, Instagram, Feedly, Foursquare, 

Sound Cloud, and WordPress. 
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Figure 02: IFTTT log 

IFTTT basically is an automation algorithm that connects several internet devices 

and tools together. You will need to sign up for an account on the IFTTT website. 

It uses only a one step process and requires an email, username, and password. 

IFTTT will create a recipe. Recommended recipes will be sent to your email inbox 

each day. IFTTT will show you a recommended dashboard thereafter. 

You will see links to create custom recipes and can also browse for predefined 

recipes created by other IFTTT users. You can also delete, turn off, or edit a recipe 

that was added. 

IFTTT is not very user-friendly although it has been simplified. It is in the process 

of trying to further simplify itself. IFTTT has also launched a feature called Do. It 

is easy to make Android and iOS apps recipes for web tools as simple as a button 

touch. New apps include Do Camera, Do button and Do Note and are basic. 

The Do button allows you to connect with internet tools and make your 

smartphone function as a shortcut in its operations. With Do camera, you can 

automatically post photos on Facebook and Twitter or upload to your cloud storage 

as soon as you snap a shot. You can even send a photo via email or message 

automatically. Do Note, on the other hand, is focused on sending quick notes. You 

can add them to Google calendar or email the notes to yourself. 

The Do apps help you to do daily tasks with a simple tap of a button helping you to 

control your web tools in an easier way. You can also program Do apps to use 

voice commands as the trigger. 

 



What is the difference between Zaiper and IFTTT? 

Zaiper vs IFTTT 

Focus 

SME, SMB focused, Business oriented apps Consumer focused, moving onto IoT, Home 

integration 

Features 

This accepts new applications. This functionality will be added in the near future. 

Apps 

Targets professional apps Consumer apps Simple and Robust apps can be 

created 

Uses 

Zaps Recipes 

Access 

Available only through web browser Can be accessed via the web and desktop app and 

even mobile devices 

 Ability 

Great automation and specialization process Can directly interact with apps through Do recipes. 

Can be broken into more multipurpose 

Integration 

Over 500 apps Over 271 apps 

Operation 

 Trigger and action  Mobile integration 

Organization 

 Large search system  Gets the app you are looking for 

Accounts 

 Allows multiple account linking Does not allow multiple accounts to be linked 

Work Flow 

 Multi-step zaps, Filter allow data retrieval  IF recipes, Do recipes 

Pricing 

I free model and 4 paid models, Free trial, higher 

plans, Useful features after pay lock 

 Free 

 

 



Summary – Zaiper vs IFTTT 

When we have a closer look at the integration battle between these two 

applications, there is no clear winner. There is a difference between Zapier and 

IFTTT based on its features, complexity, and integrations. Zaps consist of over 500 

integrations, and you will have a better chance of finding the app that you are 

using. IFTTT is simple and mobile. It can support mobile devices better. Zaiper is 

the ideal automation software for professional use while IFTTT is the best for easy 

and casual use. 
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